CP Elite Gundogg Levels

Spaniell Novice
Dogs mu
ust have passsed Spaniel B
Beginner beffore attemptting this level.
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The dog and handlerr will be conssidered undeer test from the
t moment that they arrrive at the veenue
t
until thee end of the test.
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Stop and
d Stay 10 marks
m

G

At the end of the exercise the haandler will ree‐join the dog.
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Cues must bee whistle.
Note: C
Heelworrk off lead
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Two markers are req
quired placed
d 3m apart. The
T handler and dog will be walking at heel off leead and
when th
hey approach
h the first maarker, the sto
op whistle will
w be given and
a the dog must sit
immediaately (the handler may halt whilst thee dog sits). The
T hander should then walk
w away from the
dog (enssuring that th
hey are facin
ng away from
m the dog) un
ntil they reacch the 3m marker
m
and th
hen turn
and facee the dog. Th
he dog should
d stay for 30
0 seconds once the handller has halted and turned
d to face
it. The h
handler may only give one whistle cuee and any ad
dditional cuees will be pen
nalised.

15 markks
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Three co
ones will be set
s up 8m ap
part forming an L‐shape. The dog and
d handler sho
ould move frrom
cone to cone and then back agaiin; this mean
ns they will complete
c
onee left turn, one right turn
n and
out turn. The dog will be off lead at alll times and there
t
should
d be no ‘bum
mping’ of the dog on
one abo
the turn
ns. The dog must
m start offf in the sit po
osition and when
w
the patttern has bee
en completeed, the
handler and dog sho
ould halt with
h the dog in the sit at thee heel positio
on. The dog should main
ntain a
a be atten
ntive to the handler
h
at all times with minimal
m
snifffing.
consisteent position and

op
y
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A maxim
mum of 6 ‘heel’ cues can be used (one at the startt, one for each turn and two ‘freebiees’) any
addition
nal cues will be
b penalised
d. The handleer may give a sit cue at th
he start and end of the teest.
Dogs can
n be worked
d on either th
he left or righ
ht hand side of the handler but mustt not swap sides
during the test.
e of the lead, overly harsh
h correctionss or harsh to
one of voice will
w result in the test
Note: Excessive use
being stopped and no
n marks being awarded for this exerrcise.

C

Recall

10 marks
m

osition at the first markerr. On the stew
ward’s instru
uction, the leead will
The dogg is to be left in the sit po
oved and thee handler walks forwardss to the secon
nd marker 8m away, turn
ns and waitss for 10
be remo
secondss before callin
ng the dog. Only
O one reccall cue is perrmitted. The
e dog should return quickkly and
directly to the handller and sit in front in the present possition, withou
ut the handle
er having to cue the
t dog once
e it has recalled. Marks will
w be deduccted for extrra cues
sit. The lead must bee placed on the
and deviation from a direct path
h, slow recalls, failing to wait
w for 10 seeconds, stop
pping to snifff as well
ues.
as for exxtra recall cu

No extra cues are allowed for the stay part of this test, just the initial sit cue. Cues may be verbal,
visual or whistle, but not all.
Note: An overly harsh tone of voice will result in the test being stopped and no marks being
awarded for this exercise.
10 Marks

Retrieve (seen)

10 Marks

do
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Retrieve (blind)
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A steward will throw a standard green canvas dummy (1lb) to the 15m marker. The dummy should
be in plain sight. The dog should then on one cue, be sent to retrieve the dummy. It should pick up
the dummy cleanly (no pouncing on it) and return promptly to the handler with no mouthing, and
deliver to hand. The dog can sit or stand to present the dummy. The lead should then be placed on
the dog once again. The dog should remain sat whilst the dummy is thrown and must not be
restrained by the lead. Extra cue, mouthing, pouncing on the dummy, dropping the dummy, not
delivering cleanly to hand or a slow return will result in marks being deducted.
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A steward will throw a standard green canvas dummy (1lb) to the 10m marker. The dummy should
be positioned so that it lands in light cover. The dog should then, on one cue, be sent to retrieve the
dummy. It should pick up the dummy cleanly (no pouncing on it) and return promptly to the handler
with no mouthing, and deliver to hand. The dog can sit or stand to present the dummy. The lead
should then be placed on the dog once again. The dog should remain sat whilst the dummy is
thrown and must not be restrained by the lead. Extra cue, mouthing, pouncing on the dummy,
dropping the dummy, not delivering cleanly to hand or a slow return will result in marks being
deducted.
Stop on recall 10 marks
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The handler should sit the dog at the first marker and then walk towards the second marker 8m
away. On the steward’s signal, the dog should be recalled and stopped roughly halfway to the
handler. A simultaneous whistle and hand signal can be used. The dog should stop a minimum of 3m
from the handler. The dog should remain sat for at least 5 seconds before the handler re‐joins the
dog. Marks will be deducted for slow sits or additional cues. No verbal cues are allowed for the
‘stop’.
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Directional retrieve

10 Marks
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The dog will be positioned at a hedge or fence, facing the handler at a distance of 2m. The steward
will throw 2 standard 1lb green canvas dummies; one to the left of the dog, one to the right. Then
actual order will depend on the steward. The dummies should land approximately 4m either side of
the dog and should land in short soft cover (e.g. grass). The dog should remain steady to throw and
fall with minimal cues from the handler. Once the second dummy has come to rest, the dog must
remain steady for 5 seconds before being directed to the last dummy that was thrown. The dog
should move immediately it is cued to do so, must retrieve the correct dummy cleanly, and return
with it to the handler. It should not attempt to go to the other dummy, nor should it be necessary to
use any additional cues. The dog must deliver to hand but does not have to sit in front of the
handler.
Gun test

5 Marks

With the dog sat at heel, off lead, a starting pistol will be fired 20m away from the dog. The steward
will give a 5 count before the gun is fired and the gun will be pointed upwards. The dog should

remain steady without breaking the sit position and with no barking, whining or crying nor should it
show any avoidance behaviour.
This is an all or nothing test.
Hunting

20 Marks
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This is a simple test of hunting ability/instinct and the dog is not required to hunt in a pattern or to
turn to whistle. The handler should release the dog to work an area of light soft cover (grass, part
grown wheat/rape etc. not brambles/nettles etc.). The dog should show a desire to hunt the area at
a fast pace (although this is dependant to some extent on breed and it cannot be expected that a
Clumber will move as fast as a Cocker). The dog should remain in a reasonable ‘beat’ area (no more
than 10m either side of the handler or in front, dogs ranging further than this should be penalised.
The handler and dog team should walk forward for around 5m to show that the dog retains interest
in hunting. At the end of test, the dog should be recalled using one cue only. The dog should return
promptly on cue and at a fast pace. A reluctant to recall should be penalised.

Pass

51‐60 marks

Good

61‐70 marks

Very Good

71‐80 marks

Excellent

81‐100 marks
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0‐50 marks
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Max 100 marks.
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Fouling the area – deduct 2 marks for each instance (marks to be taken off the total hunting score)

